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Effective execution of a well-developed strategic
plan is what makes organizations successful.
However, only a very small percentage plan for
execution, therefore, they fail to execute. It is very
important to have a strategic plan and a plan for
execution. OpEx Solutions’ experts have
successfully initiated and executed numerous
strategic plans. Strategy execution coached by
OpEx Solutions’ experts focus on alignment of
goals, identification of gaps, enhancing
commitment and ensuring rapid results. This
coaching process takes much less face time than
consulting, allowing busy people to focus on their
regular jobs.

Key Areas of Focus


Achieving goals and objectives



Identification and addressing opportunities



Highest results with least effort



Cascaded plans aligned with the strategy



Leading and lagging metrics



Effective allocation and utilization of resources



Strategy communication and alignment



Follow-through for timely completion

Strategy Execution

Benefits


Ensure accelerated business results



Enhance the probability executing the plan



Focus on achieving most important results



Ensure cascaded execution



Utilize staff and leadership time effectively



Drive harmony and engagement

Facilitators
Martin Nazareth PMP, MSIE, President - OpEx Solutions, Led strategic deployment of operational excellence
at over 100 plants globally across several industries in Lean, TPM, FMEA/PCP and Error Proofing. He held
senior level positions at Alcoa, Delphi and EDS, served as a board member of AME’s SW Region and is a
director of IIE’s Lean Division and Industry Advisory Board.
Ken McClymonds PE, Principal Consultant - OpEx Solutions, A registered Professional Industrial
Engineer and Six Sigma Master Black Belt with over 40 years of professional experience and 19 years at VP
level, leading process improvement systems resulting in significant and sustainable bottom line results. Ken is a
Senior Member of IIE, and a Director of the Institute for High Performance Planning.
Rich Deegan, Principal Consultant - OpEx Solutions, has over 25 years’ experience leading & improving global
supply chains including in the areas of specialty chemicals, fluoropolymer coatings, and films. Rich led the Lean Six
Sigma practice within DuPont’s Supply Chain Center of Excellence. He is APICS CPIM & CSCP certified and a
Lean Six Sigma Master Black Belt.
NOTE: Depending on the number of sites, OpEx Solutions may offer to use one or more program managers. The
frequency and duration for managing the program will depend upon the scope desired by the organization.
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